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P. M. ROBINSON 
Department of Statistics, Harvard University 
Communicated by P. A. P. Moran 
A multivariate linear relation qn = fi,,ln is considered, in which g,, and T,, are 
observed subject to white noise errors, with covariance matrices o. , wg respec- 
tively. If their elements lie in the null space of a suitable vector function, Is,, , 
o,, , w,, may be uniquely defined by second-order functions of the data. The 
asymptotic properties of estimates of fro , oo, w,, are established under relatively 
mild conditions. We explore the possibility that explicit formulas for consistent 
estimates of /IO , oa , wg may be available. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In many applications a relationship is conjectured between a p-dimensional 
vector 6, of “cause” random variables and a p-dimensional vector qn of “effect” 
random variables. However, instead of observing f, and 7n directly one may 
observe instead 
x, = 6, + %I I Yn = %I + En > U-1) 
where 6, and E, are vectors of random measurement error. Because of the 
additivity of (1.1) the class of relations that is easiest to handle is the linear 
class 
%a = rs,L 9 (l-2) 
where ,f$ is a q x p matrix. Then 
Yn = BoXn + (%I - kv?J (1.3) 
Denote by Sn the u-field of events generated by 6, , E, , f,n , m < n, and by 
%& , SC,, the u-fields generated by these events plus (6, , [,), (6, , C,), respec- 
tively. The basic properties we impose at the outset are 
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ASSUMPTION Al. (i) Almost surely (a.s.) for n 3 2 
-qs, I %?a) = 0, -q% I En> = 0, 
E(hA’ I &n) = 00 < a, E(ML’ I %J = wo 
&$A, - ~11 I &z> = 0, 
where the 7, are possibly random variables, and satisfy 
lilim N-l 5 T, = T* < m, a.s. 
1 
(ii) For some p > 2 there exists K < co such that 
El1 s% II“ -=c K EllS,ll” <K E/I~,I/” -=I K 
c co, (1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
n > 1. U-7) 
The prime denotes transposition and I/ . /) is the usual vector norm. 
For practical purposes, the basic structure induced by Al is that (6,) and {E,J 
are white noise, 6, , E, , and tfl are independent up to first moments, and 6, 
may be a sequence of fixed constants or (possibly serially dependent) random 
variables. In fact serial dependence in 6, and en would not necessarily prevent 
the strong law (Theorem 1) from holding although it would affect the covariance 
matrix in the central limit theorem (Theorem 3). For Theorem 3, (1.7) will 
have to be substantially strengthened. 
From observations X, , -yn , I < n < N, define 
LEMMA I. If Al holds 
lim fi = 
[ 
mz mxv 1 [ 70 +00 = ToBo’ N+rn my, mg BT 00 1 POTOPO’ + wo ’ a.s* 
Proof. One has 
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The final terms in (1.8) -+ 0 a.s. by (1.6). Now it follows from (1.4), (1 S) that 
{LA’ - ~~1, {Mk’), {%A’ - uo>, k&‘>, WL’h +A’ - wo> are sequences 
of martingale differences, each with uniformly bounded (pL/2)th moments. For 
example, 
and E 11 S,& 11~1~ < (E 11 6, (1~ E 11 .$, Ilu)l12. Then from [16, Theorem 1] the first 
terms in (1.8) are O(N2/U-1(log N)1+2/P (log log N)“/“) a.s. as N + CO. 1 
The least-squares estimate of & on the basis of (1.3) is tiy&~l -+ 
Po~o(~o + uo)-l # PO, a., co # 0, under 
ASSUMPTION A2. det m, # 0. 
Moreover, to estimate /3,, 70, o. , uO, which is the purpose of the present 
paper, the information in ril, , iii,, , rii, will not suffice. Given u. , one obtains 
7” = 112, - u. . The remaining information, under A2, is in 
do = m,2G1 = PO& - uom;l), (1.10) 
*o = my - m,,m3h = Bo(uo - uoduo) PO’ + wo T (1.11) 
where I, is the p-rowed unit matrix. $. and lcIo have at most pq + &q(q + 1) 
unrestricted elements; from these alone pq + $p(p + 1) + $q(q + 1) un- 
restricted elements of PO , u. , w. cannot be uniquely determined. 
Several ways of dealing with this problem have been considered. Madansky 
[I 21 uses information on higher moments to supplement fi. Reiersol [14] uses 
“instrumental variables” which are known to be correlated with 5, but uncor- 
related with 6, and E, . Dolby and Freeman [3] divide the data into populations 
of sets of observations, such that measurement errors are correlated within 
replications, and uncorrelated across replication. Florens et al. [5] employ a 
Bayesian approach. Moran [I 31 discusses other approaches, mostly for 
p=q== 1. 
As an alternative we assume that the elements of j$ , a0 , w. satisfy 
fP0) = 09 (1.12) 
where 0, is the Y = pq + p2 + q2 dimensional vector of elements of PO , go , w. 
and f is an s < Y dimensional vector of continuously differentiable functions. 
It is convenient to include in (1.12) the $p(p - 1) + aq(q - 1) trivial symmetry 
conditions crjkO = ukj0 , wjkO = wkjo . At least +p(p + 1) additional constraints 
must be available for unique determination of 19, to be possible. A feature 
distinguishing the multivariate case from cases p = 1, q 3 1 (which are the 
cases emphasized in the “errors-in-variables” literature), is that this extra 
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information may be available, arising from knowledge of the relationship 
between vn and 6, , and of the way they are measured. For example, there 
may be reason to believe rljn is unaffected by lkn , so pjkO = 0; that the devices 
measuring &, , Ekn operate independently, which may suggest oj,,.,, = 0; that 
the same device measures all [j;.n , which may suggest rank(u) = I; that tj,$ is 
measured perfectly (as is so when tin is a dummy variable) when Q,, = okj0 =-: 0, 
1 ,< k < p. Constraints of these types may solve the identifiability problem. 
There are others which do not, however. One such that sometimes arises in 
practice is that where (1.12) requires that all cofactors of & of order > i < 
min(p, 4) be zero; that is, that rank{&] = t ( see [I 51). That this information 
does not help is apparent because if rank&,} = t then rank@,,) < t. 
The identifiability and estimation of structural models from covariances has 
been considered in a very general framework by Joreskog [S, 91. One special 
case considered in [8] and later in [6, 71 is the econometric system 
(1.13) 
In [6] the identifiability problem in the presence of prior zero elements of (Ye 
and 3/O is studied in great detail. Writing /3,, = ol&,, , this implies that the 
constraints (if any) on /30 are nonlinear. Because f may be nonlinear, these and 
other cases are formally included in our general treatment of identifiability and 
estimation. The particular constraints on &, considered in Section 6 are not 
based on (1.13), but instead are that certain elements of /$, are zero. There is a 
difference also in our assumptions on w0 and (T,, . In [6] it is assumed that E, = 0 
but instead there is additive white noise “equation error” in (1.2), with an 
unconstrained covariance matrix. This amounts to the same thing as taking w0 
to be unconstrained, so that my provides no information on /&, and uO. However, 
we allow w0 to be constrained, and in Section 6 show how this may free informa- 
tion in m, to help identify o,, , and thence ,!3,, . In [6], a,, is diagonal; we deal in 
Section 6 with this case but consider also the case rank a0 = 1, and allow for 
more general constraints in Sections 2-5 where some “maximum likelihood” 
estimates must generally be obtained iteratively. In Section 6, however, we 
explore the possibility that estimates that are just as efficient can be found in 
finitely many steps. Sometimes an initial consistent estimate is obtainable 
without iteration; a single computational step then generates an efficient 
estimate. 
Asymptotic properties of the estimates are studied in Sections 3 and 5. No 
reasonably rigorous treatment of asymptotic theory for structural models of 
the present type seems previously to have been given; indeed while martingale 
assumptions such as those in Al have been used in other contexts, they seem 
to be a somewhat new element in the theory of nonlinear and multivariate 
regressions. 
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2. SOME ESTIMATES 
The estimation problem is conveniently formulated as one of optimizing 
a certain functional. In particular this provides a way of resolving surplus 
information in cases where tii and f contain information in excess of that needed 
to consistently estimate 0, . Denote by B any vector satisfying 
f(e) = 0, # = w + @(CT - G-m,‘u) /3’ > 0, (2.1) 
where 8, u, w relate to 19 in the way p,, , a0 , we relate to 0, . Denote by 0 a subset 
of the &values satisfying (2.1) such that 
ASSUMPTION A3. 0 is a compact set and 0, E 0. 
Let 14, be the value that maximizes 
I,&?) = -log det i&f?) - tr(a(B) @)-I) 
over 0, where 
(2.2) 
The function ZN(e) is motivated by relations (1.10), (1.11) and is closely 
related to the log likelihood in the event that the data are independent normal 
variates. The asymptotic properties of d,,, , however, will be established under 
conditions wider than normality and independence. In order that the limiting 
covariance matrix of d,v be the same as in the normal case, however, we require 
in Section 5 that certain fourth cumulants and cross cumulants be zero. If the 
data arc nonnormal they contain information beyond that in fi. A specification 
motivated by Kagan et al. [lo, Theorem 10.3.10] is that 6, be nonnormal and 
6, be normal. However, in such cases efficient estimation is likely to be difficult. 
Instead of requiring independence we impose the martingale assumptions 
in Al and B2 below. As indicated in Section 1, moreover, serial correlation in E, 
is permitted. At first sight it might appear that 5, must be white noise, and 
indeed this condition is imposed in much work on the errors-in-variables 
problem: lN(0) is in a sense based on rewriting (1.3) as the “regression model” 
Yn = &Pn + %I 9 60 = PO& - %fi3 
in which the “residual” II,, while asymptotically orthogonal to x, has a com- 
ponent /30~06i;“~, ; thus if tn is serially correlated II, will be, and it might 
seem that this wouId affect the Iimiting covariance matrix of dN in Theorem 3. 
However, this theorem rests in large part on central limit theorems for 
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N--lJ2 C u,xn’, N-II2 C (unuTL’ - &), and it will be seen in Lemma 2 belo& 
that neither of these contains components N-l/” 2 t,t,‘, and 5, enters only in 
%4vL1, dn’; both of these are serially uncorrelated because 6, and E, are. Again, 
however, it should be emphasized that serial dependence in ([+;I} tends to imply 
the existence of information in the cross covariances over data points that 
might assist in identifying 0,, . In such cases our approach is clearly not optimal, 
therefore. Our work seems more relevant to data collected as a cross section 
than to time series. 
When w0 is unrestricted, so is &, . Th en we deduce from (2.2) that to estimate 
B det a(0) should be minimized. However, estimates with the same 
a&m:tbtic properties result if tr(u(B)(*, - ti,~ril;llii.&l) is minimized. 
3. STRONG LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS 
The strong consistency of dN requires a single further condition, essentially 
that the Eqs. (l.lO)-(1.12) have a unique solution. 
ASSUMPTION A4. 0, is the only 6’ in 0 such that 
4P> = 40 ? IbP) = Al ? fP> = 0, 
where $(6’) = /3(1, - um;‘), G(B) = w + /3(0 - am;%) 8’. 
THEOREM 1. Under Assumptions Al-A4, 8, + 0, a.s. as N---f CO. 
Proof. A familiar type of argument is used. Under Al, uniformly in 0 E 0’ 
Me) - W) = --log det G) - Mm, - N4 m,,, - m&(4’ + 9(e) mRW1 W9-1) 
a.s. as N -+ co (see Lemma 1). Then I(&) - Z(B) = I@) + Z&3), where 
h(e) = --log d+,4,@)-1) + +hWW + P, 
w) = Nh - 4(e)) m&A - NW @Y>. 
Now Zl(0) > 0 (since log x ,< x - 1) with equality occurring if and only if 
1/1(e) = & . Also Z,(B) 3 0, with equality occurring if and only if 4(e) = do , 
since m, > 0, #(8)-1 > 0. Thus from A4, I(@,) > Z(B) when 6J E 0 - (0,). NOW 
suppose {d,,,} has a subsequence converging to 8 # 6, . Then 0 < I,@,) - I(@,) -+ 
$4 - ye,) c 0, and there is a contradiction. 1 
4. RANK CONDITIONS FOR IDENTIFIABILITY 
Equations (1 .lO)-(1.12) may have uncountably many or countably many 
solutions. In the latter case a 0 with nonzero measure can in principal be 
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chosen to satisfy A4, and indeed A4 can be replaced by a necessary and sufficient 
condition that is used in Theorem 3 below, and which may provide insight 
into whether a given f is likely to produce identifiability. 
For a p x q matrix A = (Q), let vet A be the pq x 1 vector with 
(i + (j -- 1)p)th element aii ; for any matrix B let A @ B be the matrix with 
(i, j)th submatrix aijB. We impose an ordering on the elements of 0, 
0 = vet’@‘, u, 0~). 
Define the Jacobian 
I,@ (I, - m;‘u) 
E(e) == t i::“, “,l::i = [I, @ 2/3a(l, - m,‘u) 
-p @ rnil 0 
p @ fi(I, - m,‘u) I,2 I ’ 
where, for ease of notation, the fact that u and w are symmetric is ignored prior 
to differentiation, these constraints, as earlier noted, being incorporated in f. 
ASSUMPTION Bl. 0, is an interior point of 0 and there exists a neighborhood 
of B0 within which (i) f (0) possesses a matrix of continuous partial derivatives, 
F(0) = a/M’f(0), and (ii) (E(B)‘,F(Q’) has constant rank. 
put E, = qe,), F, = qe,). 
THEOREM 2. If A2 and Bl are true, a necessary and suficient (n.s.) condition 
for a 0 to exist such that A4 is true is that (E,,‘,F,,‘) havefull rank. 
Sufficiency follows from the implicit function theorem irrespective of B 1 (ii). 
Under Bl(ii) necessity.follows from a more general theorem [4, p. 1631. 1 
Iff is analytic the set of !?,-values for which Bl(ii) is not satisfied has measure 
zero [4, p. 1661. 
When the signal matrix T,, is nonsingular (which we do not require elsewhere) 
the condition of the theorem can be rewritten. PartitionF(B) as (Fa(f9),F0(0),F,(t9)), 
to correspond to the partitioning of 0. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If det T,, f  0, the KS. condition is that F,(Q I, @ ~;l + 
F~(e,) -- F,(e,,) p. @p. have fd rank. 
This is easily proved by considering the possibility of a partitioned vector x 
such that (E,‘,F,‘) x = 0, and elimination. 
In many cases each equation in f is invariant with respect to two of /3, 0, W. 
In other words one has the conformable partitions 
The following result follows immediately from Corollary 2.1. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. When det T,, f  0 and there are no functional relations 
between elements of ,8, u, w, the n.s. condition is that Fe(&) I, @ nil, F,(u,,) and 
F,(w,) ,8, @ ,t$ haue nonintersecting null spaces. 
5. CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM 
Define permutation matrices P,, , P,, , P,, , P,, such that 
Note that P,, = Pil, = P,-,’ ; also that (a0 @ u,,) P,, and (w,, @ w,,) P,, are 
symmetric matrices. 
A lemma with implications extending beyond the immediate context will 
first be established. For this we supplement Al by 
ASSUMPTION B2. (i) Almost surely, for n 2 2 
%v,’ 0 68 I-%z> = 0, E(%%’ 0 %2 I =%a> = 0, (5.1) 
E&6, @ 6,6,’ j 9%) = E&6, @ S,S,‘) 
= (us 0 4Z,z + p,,> + (vet d(vec ~1’~ (5.2) 
E(c,e,’ 6~ EKES’ / Fn) = E(c,c,’ @ l ,C,‘) 
= (w. 0 9J(Z,z + P,) + (vet ~,)(vec qJ’. (5.3) 
(ii) There exists K < CO such that E [/ 6, /j4 < K, n > 1. 
(iii) For all v > 0 
lim W1E[E8~~Z(G~~ > W/2v)]1/2 --+ 0, 
N-m 1 <j=Gp, 
j$ N+qE5$j4,Z( $$?* > W’2v)]1/2 -+ 0, 1 <.i<p, (5.4) 
where I(*) is the indicator function. 
Part (i) is true if conditional third and fourth moments (of 6, , c,) = uncon- 
ditional moments, and both sets of cumulants are zero; this is not required of 
[n , but instead (ii); (iii) is a type of Lindebergh condition. 
Define 
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LEMMA 2. Under Al, A2, B2, N-If2 vec(c”‘, 2) converges as N-+ CO to a 
zero-mean multinormal vector with covariance matrix 
Proof. Using (1.8) we write 
c” == N-l 2 (cnxn’ - PO %5,’ - BOCL 8,’ - uoo)) *2 3 
d == N-’ f (/?OuOm~lxnE,’ + •,x,‘m2~oPo’ - BOuod 5, h’Bo’ 
1 
- PO% 8%’ - goI m;l~oPo’ + PO& 6,’ - uo) PO’ + (s’ - wo>), 
after lengthy calculation. Now denote by c and d these expressions with 6, 
replaced by m, . We first show that N1/2 vec(c’, d) has the same limiting distribu- 
tion as claimed for N112 vec(c”‘, d). For this it suffices to prove that 
N-lf2 C h,O 5, , N-II2 C 6, @ E, , N-1’2 C LO e,, , (5.5) 
Nella)J (6, @ 6, - vet q,), Nw1i2 C (cn @ E, - vet wo) (5.6) 
are jointly asymptotically normal with zero means and covariance matrices 
u. 0 7. , co 0 w. , ~~ 0 w. , (u. 0 uo)(b + PA, (w. 0 wo)(4z + PO,). Con- 
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sider N-lJaC & @ 8, . This has typical element N-l12 C c’n , .a,, =: S,n&,c 
Now from Al we have E(vn 1 FS) = 0 as in (1.9) and E(v,~ - a,ij7nkk ; &) = 
JW% - 7kkn) JVf,, I 64 I K> + &%,E(% - uojj I %A I %) = 0 a.s. 
Therefore, Theorem 1 of Brown [2] implies that N-1/2X vu, -+S J-(0, ojjo~KKo) 
if 
P $2 N-l.C(%OTrkn I %J - U,jOTkkO) = 0, (5.7) 
lim N-l.ZE~,“I(\ vn j > vNI/“) = 0 all Y > 0. (5.8) 
But (5.7) is implied by (1.6). For (5.8) note that since 
(I xy I > u) c {x” + y2 > 24 c (x2 > u) u (y2 > u], 
Minkowski’s inequality gives 
so that (5.8) is a consequence of (5.2)-(5.4). But since j and k are arbitrary it 
follows for all matrices g that N-1/zC [,‘g 6, -9 ,/lr, so that the desired 
result for N-‘12 x S, @ .$, is established. The proof for N-r12x 6, @ E, , 
N-l12 C &, @ E, is identical. To handle (5.6), consider N-‘i2C v, , V, = 
%nskn - ujkO. Now by Al, B2, E(v, 1 9%) = 0, E(va2 / ..?Q = 2~jjo+M, so that 
N-1/2 C v, -+g X(0, 2a,io~l,,o) if (5.8) holds. But 
whence 
Ev,“Z(I on 1 > V) < (E 8fnl(Sj2, > Y - 1 uoj, j))““(E S;J” 
+ (E S;J1’2(Eu~nZ(S;~ > v - 1 crojk ]))1’2. 
But (5.4) implies N-l C [ESfnZ@& > N1i2v - j aOiK I)]‘/” -+ 0 since / aiko / < co. 
Thus (5.8) is verified. The proof for N-l/aC (en @ 6, - vet wo) is identical. 
It follows that N-lj2 vec(c’, d) -fs J(O, Do), where we omit the straightforward 
derivation of Do but note that it contains no contributions from cross products 
of terms in (5.5), (5.6) by virtue of (5.1), (5.2); for example, 
E&z% 0 LA = E(b 0 &&$A, 0 6,’ I %,)I = 0, 
%,A’ 0 &A = E(hn 0 5mE&’ 0 6,’ I %>I 
= E(S, @ &)(vec a,,)’ = 0, m < n. 
It remains to show that the use of hi1 in place of rn,r has no effect. It suffices 
to prove p lim,,, N-112 vec(c’ - c”‘, d - 6) = 0. Now each element of 
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N-lj2(c’ - c”‘, d - (z) is a linear combination of elements of rn,$ - 6;’ and 
the asymptotically normal quantities considered above. Since the latter have 
finite variance, and since 11 rn,’ - fi;’ 11 < 11 mzl ]j I/ 5, - m, I/ I/ 6,’ 1) -+ 0 a.s. 
because ti, -+ m2 as., the desired result is accomplished. 1 
The final condition we introduce is met if the constraints are expressed 
economically. 
ASSUMPTION B3. rankF, = s. 
Proceeding in a way similar to that in [ 1, 151 we denote by X an s x 1 vector 
of unknown Lagrange multipliers, and by (d,‘, &,,‘) the point in 0 at which 
h,(B, X) = EN(B) +f(O) X is maximized. 
THEOREM 3. Under Al-A4 and Bl-B3, N1iz(8,vN, - f3,‘, AN’) converges as 
N + 00 to a zero-mean multinormal vector with covariance matrix 
(5.9) 
where 
Go z= E,’ [-‘““,’ ’ mx +;l ; +;l] E,, , 
Proof. Because the interior of 0 is an open set in a differentiable manifold 
there exists a neighborhood JV of 0, which is diffeomorphic to an open set in 
Euclidean space; such a diffeomorphism establishes a coordinate system on JV. 
From Theorem 1 it follows that for N sufficiently large ON E JV a.s. For such N 
there exist measurable functions 8Nj , II8,, - O,II < 118, - 0s /I, 1 < j ,< r + s, 
such that 
ah,@, , AN) ahN(eo , AN) - 
aoj - aej - = 
azh;~~;; A,) (4, - e,), 1 <j<rr, 3 
0 = fj(BN) - fj(O,) = af’!JL*T+i, (19~ - e,), 1 <j<ss, 
3 
where 0, , fj are the jth elements of 0, f .  These relations may be written 
[ 
-cajaso) I,(8,)] = [;; F] [8NG “a] , 
where GiN has jth row (az/aOj 30’) I,(&, , A,) andF,v has jth row (a/W) fj(8N,,+j). 
Now 
azN(eO> 
aej 
1 <j<r. 
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Thus N1/2(~/8B) I,,,(&) -fB &“(O, Ho) from Lemma 2 and the fact that (as in 
the last part of the proof of Lemma 2) c&, and & may be replaced by $0 and #” . 
Now from Theorem I, 
It remains to prove that this last matrix is nonsingular. Now since the null 
spaces of E, and G,, are identical, it follows from [I 1, p. 2691 that 
rank [[:I ‘:]I = rank{(E,,‘, F,‘)} + rank{F,,). 
But from A4 and BI , it follows from Theorem 2 that (E,,‘, F,‘) has full rank; 
since F0 has full rank by B3, the proof is completed. 
6. TWO-STEP ESTIMATION 
Generally dN must be obtained by numerical methods. One iterative sequence 
(similar to one proposed by Aitchison and Silvey [l]) is 
j > 1, commencing from dNcl) , where (?(d,,,~) is obtained from G, by replacing 
m, by 5, and 0, by dN(j) . This is closely related to the Newton-Raphson 
method. Moreover it has the following advantage. 
THEOREM 4. IfdNcjj + 0, U.S. then dNfj+l) has the properties attributed to 0, 
in Theorem 3, and 
is a strongly consistent estimate of (5.9), where A(oN(j)) is obtained from H, by 
replacing m2 by 6, and f$ by d&7(j) . 
Because results of this kind are familiar its proof is omitted. The result 
seems important in the present instance for, because J(e) and $(S) are not 
highly nonlinear in /3 and C, one might expect that if the constraints are of a 
suitable type and quantity a consistent initial estimator d,(1) can be obtained 
explicitly, by solving some of the expressions for 4((e), g(0), and f(0) = 0. 
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In this event dNt2) will be “efficient,” from Theorem 4. We call this two-step 
estimation. Some situations in which it is possible are discussed below. 
I. Suppose /3 and u are to be determined from 
where the approximation is good enough for such a solution to be consistent. 
(6.1) is all that can be used when constraints on w are either nonexistent or do 
not readily free information in ti, . We assume f constrains (T to be diagonal, 
and /I to have some zero elements. We consider the rows of $(13) in sequence, 
determining the corresponding row of fi and, possibly, some previously unknown 
elements of u. Denote by a a given row of d(e), and by b the corresponding 
row of B. The elements of a, 6 and u are ordered to permit the partitions 
a = (a, , a2 I a,), b = (b, 9 b, 9 b3)r 
CT== I 
Ul 00 
0 a, 0 1 . 0 3 
The first partition corresponds to known zero elements of b; the second to 
unknown elements of b for which the diagonal elements of (TV are known a priori 
or from information in previously examined rows; and the third to unknown 
elements of b such that the diagonal elements of (TV are unknown. We wish to 
determine b, , bs , and a, from a. Let the partitions above be in the ratio 
p, : p, : p, = p - p, -9, . Because u is diagonal and b, = 0, a, and u2 are 
independent of unknown elements of u. Thus if qz + q3 < q1 + q2, i.e., 
43 G 41 9 b, and b, may be deduced from a, and a2 assuming no singularity is 
present. Then, again because u is diagonal, one may determine u3 from u3, if 
no elements of bs are zero. 
The initiation of this algorithm requires that there exist an equation in (1.1) 
in which the number of absent Ejn is at least as great as the number of present 
tin with unknown measurement error variances. However, if u is determined 
from a proper subset of the rows, the remaining rows of p can he determined 
even in the absence of constraints. 
The algorithm depends also on conditions on m, and u. If m, and u are both 
diagonal (so that neither the signals nor the noises are correlated) and u is 
unknown, it is impossible to determine /3 because multiplication by a diagonal 
matrix leaves zero constraints intact. 
2. When w is constrained, it is conceivable that a consistent G can be 
determined from 
If(e) = et, - ?E&i;‘?ii,, + w + ?kjiyZ((7jil - u)-’ - m;‘) ?ziz, . (6.2) 
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Then fewer, if any, constraints on /I may be needed to determine /3 and the 
remainder of D from 4. Consider the following example in which p = 4, q = 3, 
As in comment 1 above, one can expect to determine ,f3r1 , &a , or , oa from 
row 1; using knowledge of ur , us , one then determines &, , &a , /3sa , a, from 
row 2. Now consider (6.1). Since %zi,, , 1,) a, , oa , us are known, each element 
of Ijiyz((& - u)-’ - fii,‘) lil,, is readily shown to be linear in (a, - w)-l, 
where w is known. Thus if an element of w is known, one has an equation that 
can be solved for (a, - w)-l, and thence u., . 
3. By way of contrast it may be reasonable to believe that u has unit rank, 
as when the same device measures each fj,! . If u = pll’, when 1 is a known 
vector, 
(??I, - u)-’ - ?%;I = pfii;w?ii,li’(l - pl’rii,ll). 
Then p may be determined from an element of J(e) for which the corresponding 
element of w is known. 
4. Sometimes there may be prior knowledge on 7 rather than on o. For 
example if the correlation between the xi, is believed to be due entirely to 
measurement error one takes 7 to be diagonal. In that case (6.2) is linear in the 
reciprocals of the diagonal elements of 7, and so 7, and thence o, may be 
determined, constraints on w permitting. 
5. Finally, if all the constraints are linear, one might linearize 4 and $, 
and thence obtain an explicit, though biased, solution. On replacing (ID - a%;‘)-l 
by I, + a&,’ one has the approximate relations 
The approximation is O(jl c&,1 /j2), so if the signal-to-noise ratio is large it may 
at least yield a d,v~(r) sufficiently close to I!?~ to ensure eventual, and possibly 
rapid, convergence of the iterations. 
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